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Summary 
In 2008, the global economy went into recession. Millions of jobs 
were lost, confidence in the financial markets fell and billions of 
dollars were lost by investors. Prior to the onset of the recession, the 
major economies of the world (USA, and Western Europe) had 
experienced a period of economic boom and expansion. 
Austrian Business Cycle Theory proposes that the roots of the current 
financial crisis and recessions in general, are found the actions of 
central banks through credit expansion and manipulation of interest 
rates. Central banks manipulate interest rates causing them to fall 
below the natural level, leading to credit expansion and mal-
investments. 
Austrian Business Cycle Theory is based in capital theory. Capital 
theory incorporates the elements of time and money and allows the 
setting of a microeconomic foundation. The theory recognises that 
investment is not an aggregate (as do Keynesians and Monetarists). 
  v
Opposition to empirical testing by Austrian economists has meant 
that few statistical analyses of Austrian Business Cycle Theory have 
been carried out. The apprehension toward empirical testing of 
Austrian Business Cycle Theory stems from some Austrian 
economists who argue that human behaviour cannot be captured in 
statistical terms. Recently, some Austrian economists have begun to 
do empirical research Austrian Business Cycle Theory and the thesis 
adds to that growing field. 
The thesis tests empirically for ABCT in South Africa by using Vector 
Error Correction Model and Granger causality techniques and the 
results are as follows: 
The Vector Error Correction Model shows that any disequilibrium 
adjustment in the structural equations influences correction mostly 
through changes in Manufacturing. The disequilibrium adjustment 
process for Investment is also found to have statistical significance. 
The results propose that Investment in South Africa is not inert. The 
Granger causality tests show that credit expansion causes interest 
rates to be artificially lowered leading to mal-investments. The main 
policy recommendation is that business cycles can be prevented by 
not manipulating interest rates and by not increasing credit 
availability. 
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    CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1. 1     PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The global financial crisis that began in 2007 and the features of the 
growth that came before it have renewed interest in the Austrian 
school of economics. The Austrian school has its foundations in 
Menger’s capital theory and the Theory of Money and Credit by 
Mises. Hayek (1967 [1935]) expanded on these and the Austrian 
theory of the business cycle (ABCT) was developed (Snowdon & Vane 
2005). The theory argues that the source of recessions was the 
expansion of credit by monetary authorities through the manipulation 
of interest rates (Garrison, 2009: 2). 
 
The global financial crisis of 2007 and 2008 led to vast losses of 
global wealth. These losses have been approximated by the IMF at 
US$50 trillion, almost one year’s worth of world GDP. South Africa 
and other lesser developed countries have faced less negative 
exposure to this crisis than the more developed countries. In 2009, 
the volume of global trade fell by 12% by far exceeding the previous 
three declines after 1965 [—0.2% in 2001, —2% in 1982, and —7% 
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in 1975]. The prime cause was attributed to a fall in global demand 
during the financial crisis of 2007.  
 
Figure 1: Volume of world merchandise exports, 1965-2009 
(Annual % change) 
 
Source: World Trade Organisation (2010)   
The present financial crisis has led to obstructions in availability of 
credit to businesses, families and banks, and strangling economic 
activity. Banks, in particular faced unprecedented liquidity stress, 
damaging the capacity to lend. Global bank balance sheets reflected 
losses projected by the IMF as reaching over US$ 4 trillion in the 
period 2009–10―initiating a strong lending slowdown (Aisen & 
Franken, 2010: 3). 
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The United States and Europe responded to the financial crisis in a 
similar way, with economic policy that calls for fiscal stimulus 
packages inspired by Keynesian economics. These policies have been 
tried over history and the outcome being higher inflation rates as the 
money pumped into the economy as stimulus is printed. The newly 
created money is according to the ABCT what created the crisis in the 
first place. The policies do not lead to wealth or value creation as the 
artificial money is spent on goods and services which are not being 
demanded by consumers (Tucker 2011; Gustavson 2011). 
 
The ABCT can justifiably claim to be the most convincing account of 
the recent global financial and economic crisis (Tempelman 2010:1). 
Accurate predictions of the crisis were made by Austrian-inspired 
economists. White, in August 2003, had predicted that a crisis would 
be prompted by the crumbling of the real estate bubble as the rising 
housing prices were related to significant monetary accommodation. 
Mortgage extension in many countries had risen and the risk of 
defaults on mortgages would rise if housing prices were to fall. 
White’s warning was not taken seriously by central bankers at the 
time (Tempelman 2010:3-4). In 2006 White also stated that debt 
levels, saving ratios, asset prices or other indicators of ‘imbalances’ 
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would show considerable variations from past norms, as a result of 
continually easy monetary policy (Tempelman 2010:2).  
 
ABCT argues that during economic expansions, credit created with 
help of central bank liquidity, would stimulate investment demand 
over and above society’s long-term desire to save. A divergence is 
created between what firms produce and how consumers plan to 
spend. A recession would follow when the tensions in this mismatch 
became clear, and economic activity would not pick up until past 
investment ‘mistakes’ had been put right (Oppers 2002: 3).  
 
ABCT specifies how individual actors will behave in the face of central 
bank monetary expansion. The natural way in which to validate the 
ABCT is through historical investigation rather than formal modeling 
as. The ABCT is not a theory of mathematical interactions between 
economic variables. It does not try to find to predict GDP or inflation 
levels (Bismans 2010). 
 
1.2 Research objectives 
The objective of this thesis is to measure the explanatory power of 
ABCT in regard to the business cycle observed in South Africa 
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between 1996 and 2009. The thesis builds on the insights and 
methodology of Mulligan (2002) and leRoux (1996). Mulligan 
employed a Vector Error Correction framework (VECM) in order to 
capture the effect of credit on output, consumption, investment in 
the USA. Mulligan’s model is replicated using South African data. 
LeRoux empirically tested the validity of the ABCT in South Africa by 
using data from 1980 till 1996 by using Granger causality tests in 
analysing various macroeconomic variables. Similar causality tests 
are used in this study.  
 
The importance of this thesis is that it seeks to add to the growing 
empirical analysis of ABCT. It differs from other South African studies 
on recessions and business cycles such as Khomo and Aziakpono 
(2007) and Moolman (2002) as it is based in capital theory while the 
studies mentioned above focus on predicting recessions using the 
yield curve.  
 
The thesis will not attempt to forecast recessions as emphasis will 
rather be placed on highlighting how credit expansion creates 
business cycles. It explicitly tests the main assertion of ABCT, that 
monetary policy explains business cycles. The thesis will evaluate 
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whether or not changes in relative prices and composition of 
aggregate expenditure are large enough to explain changes in 
aggregate economic activity. The ABCT presents a number of 
hypotheses about relative prices and resource use throughout the 
cycle which will be explained in Chapter 3. The hypotheses will be 
empirically tested to evaluate whether or not these are applicable for 
the South African economy. The testable hypotheses are listed in 
Chapter 3.  
 
1.3 CONCLUSION 
ABCT has returned to the fore of macroeconomics in recent times as 
the global economy slipped into recession in 2008. Lending has 
decreased internationally as credit providers adopt a more cautious 
approach and global trade has declined. Prior to the crisis, credit 
availability had been widely accessible in comparison to present 
times.  
 
ABCT has not received as widespread acceptance as the Keynesian 
and Monetarist schools as proven by the response of the major 
economies to the financial crisis. Europe and the USA have provided 
fiscal packages in a bid to stimulate economic activity, contrary to 
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the advice of ABCT. The theory incorporates the elements of time 
and money, providing a sound explanation for business cycles.  
 
The role of central banks in administering interest rates is critical. By 
manipulating interest rates through monetary expansion and the 
printing of money, central banks initiate artificial economic booms 
which eventually lead to recession.  
 
The thesis is presented as follows: Firstly, a theoretical explanation 
of ABCT is given in order to allow an understanding of the subject. 
The following chapter explains the foundations and also summarises 
the main findings of previous research on ABCT and, describes in 
detail how the boom turns into a bust.  
Secondly, an empirical study is conducted to complete the objective 
of the thesis; that of evaluating how well the ABCT explains the 
South African business cycle. The econometric testing of the 
secondary objectives and its hypotheses will also be presented in the 
empirical section. The final chapter provides conclusions, and 
recommendations are made.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The process of economic growth cannot take place in the absence of 
investors. Investment decisions are based on the projected net 
positive return expected from a project.  
 
The interest rate is important as it is used in making the calculation 
of the value of projects. The interest rate is also an important 
element of governments’ monetary policy. Central banks influence 
the setting of interest rates which can lead to investors making 
malinvestments based on these interest rates. 
 
Firstly the current chapter looks in greater detail at the effects of 
interest rates on investments and the decision making process of 
investors by comparing two major theories of interest determination. 
 
Secondly the structure of production is explained in detail giving 
insight on the roles that time and money play in macroeconomics 
addressing the microeconomic foundations of macroeconomics (le 
Roux 1997: 9). 
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Thirdly, a graphical analysis of the process that initiates an economic 
boom and leads to a bust is illustrated. Fourthly, a comparison of 
Keynesianism, Monetarism and ABCT is made. The Keynesian and 
Monetarist schools dominate the macroeconomic policy of many 
governments. Fifthly, an analysis of previous studies on the ABCT is 
made and their main findings are presented. The last section of this 
chapter is a summary of the recent Icelandic financial crisis.  
  
2.2 Theories of interest rate determination  
Two different mainstream theories of interest rate determination are 
presented below. The Loanable Funds theory (LFT) was formulated 
by Wiksell and is associated with the classical economists of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century and the Liquidity Preference 
Theory (LPT) was presented by Keynes (1936) in the General Theory 
(Howells & Bain 2008: 136). 
 
2.2.1 The Loanable funds theory  
Economic agents are concerned only about real variables such as 
productivity increases or decreases, buying power gains or losses. 
The marginal productivity of capital assets (MPk) symbolizes the gain 
in output that arises as a result of raising the capacity of production 
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by one more capital asset. The higher the MPk, the higher the real 
interest has to be to not give the incentive to invest.  
 
The time preference of individuals (t) takes into account their taste. 
It is measured by how much output one is willing to give up in the 
present in order to consume at a higher level in the future. 
Individuals who have a high time preference will be relatively 
reluctant to save. The greater the time preference, the greater the 
real interest rate should be in order to induce saving. The supply of 
loanable funds is provided by individual lenders who desire to save. 
Entrepreneurs are borrowers who desire to invest in business 
opportunities and demand loanable funds.  
 
Investors will borrow more when MPk is greater than r, and invest 
less when MPk is smaller than r. individuals will raise their lending 
when r exceeds t and lend less when r is smaller than t. Equilibrium in 
the market for loanable funds occurs where r = t and demand equals 
supply.  
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 Figure 2: Demand and supply of loanable funds 
 
Source: Howells & Bain (2005: 137) 
 
2.2.2 Liquidity preference theory 
Individuals are concerned only about nominal values. These include 
the ability to remain liquid and solvent and concerns about inflation. 
Money and bonds are the only two types of financial assets that 
exist. There is no interest to be made by holding money, and bonds 
have an opportunity cost of interest payments. The demand for 
holding money, (liquidity preference) is driven by four motives: 
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 Transaction – to make everyday economic transactions as 
there are time differences between receipt of income and 
expenses 
 Precaution- to make provision for unexpected or unforeseen 
events  
 Speculation-to cover possible capital losses in financial markets 
 Finance-due to anticipated future demand.  
 
Assume that the supply of money is given and is not determined by 
economic agents whose demand for money can lead to a surplus or a 
shortage of money. An increase in money supply could lead to a 
surplus and some individuals will attempt to reduce the amounts of 
money held (they may feel that they hold too much cash), by buying 
bonds. Bond prices rise and interest rates drop until excess money 
supply is cleared. 
 
2.3 The Production Possibilities Frontier (PPF) 
In ABCT the trade-off between consumption and investment is shown 
by using the Production Possibilities Frontier (PPF). In comparison, 
Keynesians consider consumption and investment as additive parts of 
private expenditure. Investment refers to gross investment, which 
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includes replacement capital. Replacement capital is the investment 
necessary to replace worn out or obsolete capital. The excess of 
gross investment over replacement capital is net investment. The 
outward shift of the PPF shows that the economy is growing and this 
process is enabled by positive net investment, permitting increasing 
levels of both consumption and investment (Garrison 2001). The PPF 
is shown below.  
Figure 3: Production Possibilities Frontier 
 
 
 
 
 
 Source: Garrison (2001) 
2.4 The Intertemporal Structure of production 
Hayek (1967) illustrated the production process as having several 
inputs and a point output. Every element in the series is labelled a 
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“stage of production”. The original Hayekian triangle shows five 
stages that were displayed from top to bottom. The specific number 
of stages is not particularly important to the analysis. Time taken to 
produce is captured by the equal widths of the bars. The value of 
consumable output is symbolized by the length of the last bar.  
The Hayekian triangle below, illustrates ten stages of production 
displayed from left to right. The specific number of stages is meant 
to simply highlight the fact that in many cases the (intermediate) 
output of one stage becomes input for a following stage.  
The Hayekian triangle is a particularly stylized model of an 
entrepreneurial plan. In one sense it is a forward looking model, 
because entrepreneurs should require a return at least equal to their 
opportunity cost, which is the market rate of interest that could be 
realised by lending funds to others. 
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Figure 4: The stages of production - Hayekian triangle 
Source: Garrison, 2001  
Some firms may operate in different stages. A mining company for 
example, may invest in exploration, mining and retailing. In addition 
some industries are interdependent. Steel is used to produce coal 
while coal is used to make steel.  
A single firm can engage in several vertically integrated activities.  
An oil company may be functioning in different stages at the same 
time by searching for, extracting, processing, distributing and 
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retailing. In addition, there are situations where the strict one-way 
temporal sequence will not hold. Coal is used in the manufacture of 
steel while steel is used when producing coal.  
Time is an essential variable in order to appreciate how a market 
economy coordinates production activities with consumer choices and 
it aids our understanding of some of the things that could go wrong 
with the coordination process.  
The use of multiple stages of production highlights the roots of 
Austrian macroeconomics in microeconomics. The manner in which 
resources are distributed is altered in systematic ways adjusting the 
temporal structure of production activities. A minor reduction in late-
stage activities together with a minor increase in early-stage 
activities has significant connotations for the economy’s growth rate 
and a related pattern of these marginal changes leads to boom and 
bust.  
The triangles’ hypotenuse follows the value of consumables that are 
still being produced and this value increases from zero to the 
complete market value of the consumables. The horizontal section of 
the triangle, which captures time intervals, does not translate easily 
into calendar time. The early stages are made up of goods whose 
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production is still in progress. These factors of production produce a 
yield over an extended future and are classified as early-stage 
(Garrison 2005).  
Numerous early-stage activities and late-stage activities can clearly 
be distinguished. Research and product development occurs in the 
early-stages while stock taking is a late-stage activity. The time 
dimension of the economy’s capital structure may grow as resources 
are transferred from relatively late to relatively early stages. 
Capital goods of greater durability could also be made or the product 
mix could change in favour of production processes that consume 
more time but are higher yielding. The hypotenuse also implies that 
consumption happens at a single point in time. The triangle gives 
attention to matters of the production process that lose importance 
when the finished goods are in possession of the consumer.  
The distinction between an investment and a consumer good is 
sometimes vague. A residential house is universally regarded as an 
investment and its rental value is determined to be consumption. 
Motor vehicles have relatively long and considerable life spans and 
durability and are considered to be consumption goods.  
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Capital goods are “higher-order economic goods,” and result through 
the combination of three vital components: raw materials labour and 
time are all merged by the entrepreneur. Capital goods are 
manufactured as a result of saving which is made possible, through 
forgoing current consumption. 
 
Modern manufacturing procedures involve large number of 
interrelated stages. Producing a motor vehicle is a process that takes 
several years from conception and initial planning to sourcing of 
materials and the delivery of the car at retail centres (Desoto 2010: 
522). 
There is a significant advantage that the Hayekian triangle holds over 
other major macroeconomic illustrations. By allowing for the 
triangles’ shape to be altered, the implicit assumption of structural 
rigidity or structural irrelevance of more conventional macroeconomic 
constructions is done away with (Garrison, 2005).  
2.5 Expansion of the structure of production  
An increase in savings by individuals sends mixed messages to the 
market and causes a reallocation of resources through the stages of 
production. Consumers reduce current consumption in favour of 
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consumption in the future. The derived demand effect occurs when 
reduced consumption lowers demand for investment goods that are 
in close temporal proximity with consumable output.  
The time-discount effect occurs when a lower rate of interest leads to 
increased investment activities in the early stages of production, 
causing the base of the Hayekian triangle to become longer. The 
above mentioned effects cause the Hayekian triangle to develop 
more stages (Garrison 2001). 
2.6 Sustainable growth 
Growth of the economy requires investments occurring in 
intermediate stages of production be financed (Hayek, 1967). The 
demand and supply of loanable funds shown in the lower right 
diagram in Fig. 5 shows the effect of an increase in savings resulting 
from a change in consumption preferences. Individuals cut back on 
current consumption to consume at a higher level in the future.  
 
A greater supply of loanable funds leads to a lower interest rate (as 
shown by the rightward shift of the supply curve in the last 
illustration of Figure 5 below), reducing the cost of investing. The 
value of capital goods that are utilized in stages furthest from final 
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consumption is greatly affected. These goods have a much longer 
lifespan than consumption goods and are significantly used in 
production processes. The market value of capital goods will be 
inclined to rise if individuals start to rate consumption goods less in 
relative terms. The market value will have a tendency to grow in 
proportion to the amount of productive stages in which it is utilized 
and to the distance of these stages from consumption.  
 
The economy grows to a higher level that is sustainable and the 
Hayekian triangle expands with the PPF shifting outward.  The top 
left picture shows how the Hayekian triangle is altered because of a 
change in time preference (Garrison, 2001).  
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Figure 5: Sustainable growth resulting from an increase in savings  
 
a) Structure of production     b) PPF 
 
 
        c) Loanable funds market 
 
Source: Garrison 2001 
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 2.7 Unsustainable growth 
Entrepreneurs will be enticed by the low interest rate to invest in 
projects that appeared unprofitable when interest rates were higher,  
entailing the production of new capital goods. The problem is that 
interest rates are not low because of increased savings but rather 
due to artificial credit expansion (Desoto 2009: 325-327).  
 
ABCT allows for necessary differences between sustainable economic 
growth and that which is unsustainable. The key differences can be 
seen in the differing roles played by savers and the monetary 
authority. Increased savings lead to sustainable growth while credit 
expansion leads to unstainable growth and a bust. 
 
The relative price changes that begin the boom come from a 
monetary injection. The focal point is on the point of entry of the new 
money and the resulting changes in relative prices that establish 
resource distribution over time. The differing features of the market 
process initiated by a monetary expansion are not mutually 
compatible.  
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Monetary expansion could occur through the lowering of the reserve 
ratio which means banks have more funds to lend leading to a lower 
interest rate to attract additional borrowers. Reducing the repo rate, 
which is set by the central bank to oversee the level of direct short 
term lending to commercial banks also leads to lower interest rates. 
As banks compete, lending rates are reduced. The Reserve Bank 
could also buy bonds, directly lending to the markets which like the 
other examples of increased lending discussed, exerts downward 
strain on the interest rate (Garrison 2001).  
 
Figure 6 below illustrates the macro-economy’s reaction to credit 
expansion initiated by the Reserve Bank, using the Hayekian triangle. 
The direct effect of loaning money into existence can be seen in the 
supply of loanable funds market. The new money in the form of 
added credit is labeled as ∆Mc in order to recognize the fact that 
monetary expansion may not fully translate into credit expansion. An 
enlarged supply of loanable funds causes the rate of interest to drop. 
The market interest rate drops below the natural rate that would 
have existed if there had been no credit expansion. ABCT is unique in 
recognizing the role of time preference in coordinating a production 
structure managed by many independent entrepreneurs with 
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subjective knowledge, information, preferences, and unique abilities. 
Boosting the supply of loanable funds with newly created money 
drives a wedge between saving and investment. Since there has 
been no change in inter-temporal preference, the actual amount of 
saving decreases as the interest rate falls. At the same time the 
quantity of investment financed in part by the newly created funds 
rises.  
 
Figure 6: A policy induced Boom and Bust 
 
Source: Garrison 2001 
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A decrease in saving implies more consumption. Market forces pull in 
the direction of more consumption (C) in the PPF. Market forces 
stemming from the effect of artificially cheap credit are also pulling 
toward more investment (I). The result is an outward movement- in 
a north-easterly direction of the PPF. There are increases in the level 
of employment of all resources causing the economy to produce at a 
point outside the PPF.  
 
The economy can produce beyond the PPF as decisions of the 
consumer-savers and the separate (and eventually conflicting) 
decisions of the entrepreneur-cum-investor can take place at least in 
part before the fundamental unsustainability of these choices 
becomes clear.  
 
The progress outside the PPF is actually the beginning of the market 
process through which the opposing forces finally counter one 
another. Figure 6 illustrates that the first phase of the market phase 
of the market process set off by credit extension is driven by the 
conflicting actions of consumers and investors. It includes the 
overproduction of both categories of goods.  
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The wedge between saving and investment shown in the loanable 
funds market plays out as a tug-of-war between consumers and 
investors. Opposing market forces are trying to take the economy 
into opposite directions. Investors can now get investment funds at a 
lower rate of interest and therefore view longer-term investment 
projects to be relatively more attractive.  
 
A relatively flatter sloped hypotenuse shows the general outline of 
resource reallocation in the beginning phases of the structure of 
production. Some resources are flowing away from the intermediate 
and relatively late phases and are used in the early phases. 
 
Simultaneously, income earners feel that the interest rate is too low 
to save and thus increase their level of consumption. The steeper 
sloped hypotenuse highlights the general pattern of resource 
reallocation in the last periods of production. Mises (1966:559) 
highlights the ‘malinvestment and overconsumption’ that are 
features of the expansion.  
 
It is clear that the Hayekian triangle is being stretched at both ends 
(by the demand for cheap investor credit and strong consumer 
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demand), at the cost of the centre creating an unsustainable 
situation. At some stage in the process beyond what is explained in 
Figure 6, investors find are bidding for scarce resources as the 
simultaneous higher demands for credit put a strain on the interest 
rate. Since the production process is not sustainable, a large number 
of production projects are abandoned or cut back. The resulting 
unemployment of labour and other resources have a direct and 
negative effect on income and expenditures.  
 
The phase of production outside the PPF ends as it was unsustainable 
and the economy thus moves back into the PPF as shown by the 
curved arrow in Figure 6. It should be noted that the economy does 
not just return to its original point on the frontier. The output mix is 
now at a point that has higher investment and a lower rate of 
consumption because when interest rates were artificially low, long 
term investment decisions were undertaken (Garrison 2001: 67-73).  
 
ABCT focuses on explaining an unsustainable boom rather than a 
depression. Specifically, it does not explain the severity and possible 
fallout of the depression that may follow soon after a bust. A lack of 
confidence and flawed economic policies pursued by governments 
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can cause an economy to stay in depression for a substantial length 
of time (Garrison 2001: 120). 
2.8 A comparison of Monetarism and Keynesianism 
The Monetarist and Keynesian schools are similar as both utilise a 
high level of aggregation. The two schools have different views about 
the character of the relationships among those macroeconomic 
aggregates. A number of these differences, implied or affirmed by 
Friedman (1970), are given below. 
a.  In Keynesianism, the rate of interest is determined by the interaction 
of demand and supply for money and is a monetary phenomenon 
while Monetarists on the other hand state that the interest rate is a 
real phenomenon. The supply of and demand for loanable funds   
determines the interest rate. Monetarists also believe that the 
demand for money is interest-inelastic.  
b.  Keynesians focus on the short-run and believe that interest rate 
changes have a minimal impact on (aggregate) investment. Demand 
for investment is deemed to be interest-inelastic. Monetarists have a 
long term perspective and believe that interest rate changes have 
considerable impact on (aggregate) investment (Parkin, Powell & 
Matthews 2005: 636).    
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c.  Keynesians favour fiscal policy over monetary policy as a means of 
revitalising or slowing down economic activity. Government can 
directly affect job creation while monetary expansion only has an 
indirect and relatively weaker effect. Keynesians believe in a 
multiplication system of income and spending initiated by a monetary 
increase that depresses the interest rate and raises investment and 
employment. Monetarists on the other hand believe that monetary 
expansion initiates spending in all sectors of the economy leading to 
higher nominal but unchanged real incomes.  
 
Monetarists consider money to be neutral in the long run and that 
consequently, an increase in the supply of money leads to 
proportional increases in the general price level. Even though 
nominal factor incomes and producer and consumer prices may have 
risen by an equivalent fraction as the money supply, real prices have 
stayed constant over time. The unchanged real incomes are due to 
the monetary equation of exchange which states that prices will rise 
in the same ratio as nominal money increases (Desoto 2010: 523). 
  Monetarists do not accept as true that inflation distorts the structure 
of production. Monetarists ignore capital theory thus overlooking the 
microeconomic impact of the increase in money supply on the 
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structure of production and relative prices. Monetarists mistakenly 
believe recession to be a result of monetary contraction (Desoto 
2010: 527). 
d.  Keynesians view economic expansions and depressions as a result of 
an unexpected change in long-run expectations and perceptions of 
economic agents. The former is based on optimistic expectations and 
the latter on pessimistic expectations. Monetarists state that profit 
expectations show consumer preferences, resource constraints, and 
technological factors (Howells & Bain 2008: 203).   
e.  Keynesians view the market economy as being inherently unstable 
and a sudden drop in demand for investment funds is caused by 
losses in business confidence. The result is further decreases in 
spending and income. Monetarists attribute slowdowns in economic 
activity to poor monetary policy. Unnecessary monetary reduction 
depresses incomes and output at the time when nominal wages and 
prices are changing to the smaller money supply (Parkin, Powell & 
Matthews 2005: 636).    
f.  Keynesians believe that during periods of depressed economic 
activity as jobs are being shed and production is slowing, prices and 
wages take longer than necessary in adjusting downward and are 
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thus ‘sticky’ in reaching market clearing levels. Keynesians argue 
that sticky wages provide support for the claim of the market 
failure. Monetarists dispute that claim and reject the existence of 
such phenomena and even if it exist, its impact on economic activity 
would be insignificant. 
 Monetarists argue that prices and wages do reach market clearing 
levels even though the process may not be perfect or instant, there 
can be no justification for the government to intervene in the 
market. A market process that alters prices and wages to existing 
market conditions is better than government policy that tries to 
correct market conditions to existing prices and wages (Garrison 
1992). 
g) Keynes denied that bank credit disturbed the relationship between  
saving and investment. Firstly, Keynes asserts that bank credit does 
not cause an increase in aggregate investment. Keynes claims that 
individual borrowing money from a bank becomes both the banks’ 
debtor and creditor for the value of the deposit. As a result both 
debtor and creditor positions match each other. However the 
argument is visibly flawed as the borrower’s arrears with the bank is 
not money, while the credit is a demand deposit account, which is 
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money. An increase in investment expenditure occurs as the loaned 
funds are spent on capital goods while a parallel rise in voluntary 
saving does not take place (Desoto 2010: 527).   
 
Secondly, Keynes further argues that an increase in credit would lead 
to higher investment and ultimately saving as incomes rise. Keynes 
claims that investment cannot occur at a faster rate than voluntary 
saving. The claim is backed by the argument that investment and 
saving are always equal. As a result the distortive effects of artificial 
credit expansion on the structure of production are not understood.  
 
Hayek explained that it is virtually impossible for the increase in 
income from investment financed by an increase in credit expansion 
to generate sufficient voluntary saving to maintain initial investment. 
The reason is that agents would need to save almost all further 
income derived from the new investment. Since some of the 
additional income is spent on consumption, there is never enough 
voluntary saving to maintain the initial investment (Desoto 2010: 
549).  
Keynesianism and Monetarism share an analytical framework. 
O'Driscoll and Shenoy (1976: 191) state that the fundamental 
approach of Monetarism is similar to Keynesianism. Both of these 
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macroeconomic schools still face Hayek's early criticism. Hayek 
argued that the aggregates hide the most essential mechanisms of 
change as the failure of the market mechanisms in the investment 
aggregate is not addressed.  
The Austrian approach addresses the varying impacts that interest 
rate changes have within the investment sector, within the 
economy's structure of production. Both the Keynesian and the 
Monetarist schools do not acknowledge the boom-bust cycle that 
results from artificial credit extension. This is due partly to the fact 
that investment is treated as an aggregate (Garrison 2005). 
2.9 Empirical evidence of ABCT 
Le Roux (1998) analysed the period from 1980 until 1996 and found 
evidence supporting propositions consistent with a credit induced 
cycle that showed the non-neutrality of money. Kaza (2002:9) used 
Federal Reserve monetary aggregates (M2, M3, MZM) as proxies for 
credit expansion and found that the American central bank allowed 
money supply to grow from 1990 through to 2000 at a faster rate 
than that of real GDP. The consequence was a recession in the period 
2001-2002. 
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Bismans (2009: 14) did a panel data estimation of four European 
countries and found that the explanatory power of term spread and 
relative expenditures was found to differ among countries. The 
differences were attributed to a difference in money market 
regulations. The main finding was that in the four European countries 
evaluated, monetary policy shocks explained business cycles. 
Cochran and Yetter (2004) found that the boom-bust experiences of 
Japan in the 1980s and the U.S. in the late 1990s were induced by a 
money and credit expansion. The Japanese boom was started by the 
Bank of Japan expanded money supply. In comparison the boom-
bust in the U.S. fits the reactive policy case. The reactive policy case 
is when a productivity shock is accommodated by money and credit 
expansion. The U.S experienced a positive technology shock around 
the mid 1990s. GDP rose significantly above its trend levels and, 
even accounting for the recession, stayed significantly above trend. 
 
Powell (2002) highlights exactly how expansionary monetary and 
fiscal policy designed to facilitate recovery rather made Japan’s 
recession of the 1990s longer and worse off. Powell finds that 
monetarist policy recommendations proved only slightly less 
ineffective than Keynesian ones. Thus poor policy prescriptions 
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caused what should have been a brief recession to develop into a 
much longer experience.  
 
Rothbard (1963) argued that during the Great Depression, money 
supply growth led to an unsustainable boom in the 1920s. Economic 
agents could not dissolve inefficient capital due to the flawed 
government policy at the time. As a result, this led to worse 
recessionary effects than would have been the case if overinvestment 
had been quickly liquidated. Resources were prevented from being 
utilised productively and were trapped in counterproductive attempts 
to keep people in jobs in industries that had over expanded during 
the boom. Rothbard shows that inflation and money supply growth 
continued infrequently well into the 1930s, effectively preventing any 
general liquidation of malinvested capital. 
 
In a (1978) study, Rothbard shows that both inflation and credit 
levels rose at irregular intervals in the 1920s and well into the 1930s. 
The overall effect of this trend was that it did not allow malinvested 
capital to be liquidated. Further opportunities for malinvestments to 
be made were a result of these relaxed credit policies. 
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Governmental attempts to restore and maintain artificially high prices 
through cartelization only made productive resource misallocation 
worse (Mulligan 2006: 82). The United States of America in the 
1990s and Japan in the 1980s experienced economic expansion that 
was complemented by an increase in money and credit aggregates. 
In both countries positive economic growth was followed by a 
downturn in asset markets and the real sectors of the economy 
(Cochran & Yetter, 2004: 6). 
 
Keeler (2001) uses a VAR model to portray the market process of 
ABCT. The model is comprised of income, monetary policy target, 
interest rate term structure, and resource allocation. The liquidity 
effect of the monetary shock is found to be statistically significant. 
The variance decomposition analysis highlights that the VAR can 
explain a significant level of the simulated cyclical behaviour of term 
structure of interest rates, resource allocation and aggregate income. 
Mulligan (2002) estimates a VECM with four variables (consumption, 
credit expansion, investment and manufacturing). He finds that the 
disequilibrium adjustment process occurs mainly through changes in 
consumption expenditure. Very little disequilibrium adjustment takes 
places through changes in investment or manufacturing. 
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Consumption is found to be very reactive to market disequilibria 
while investment shows high inertia that could be attributed to the 
rigid nature of capital.   
Mulligan (2006) uses a VECM to analyse the effect of the interest 
rate on consumption. The findings show that a one-percent reduction 
in the cumulative term spread, (that could be caused by increased 
money supply), reduces real consumable production on average in 
the long term by a similar value. The error correction process of the 
model adjusts mainly through changes in the interest rate. 
 
2.10 Criticism of ABCT and responses 
Caplan (2008) denies that artificially stimulated investments have 
the potential to turn into malinvestments. Since interest rates are 
artificially and unsustainably low, no businessman would make his 
profitability calculations by assuming that low interest rates will 
continue forever. Instead, entrepreneurs would understand that the 
situation of low interest rates is temporary. Caplan states that it is 
unjustified to think that businessmen are very incompetent when it 
comes to predicting government policy. 
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Barnett and Block (2006:33) argue that, market participants would 
still make malinvestments even if fully aware of ABCT’s implications 
and the decisions of the central bankers. While a world of complete 
and perfect information does not exist and economic agents may be 
not fully aware of the ABCT, agents at times have sufficient 
information to know that investments made on the basis artificial 
credit expansion might end up being unprofitable if the situation of 
manipulated lowered interest rates is reversed. These agents may 
rationally engage in projects anticipating a central bank bailout if 
things go astray.  
 
Krugman (1998) takes exception to the ABCT and mockingly calls it 
‘The Hangover Theory’. Krugman claims that the ABCT was made 
obsolete by the Keynesian revolution during the Great Depression of 
the late 1920s and early 1930s. Krugman argues that if people are 
spending less on investment goods, then it means that consumption 
is higher and a consumption boom should result. ABCT states that 
the decline in investment demand leads to an increase in frictional 
unemployment as workers are transferred to the consumption goods 
sector from the investment goods sector. Krugman asks why 
unemployment doesn’t increase as well during an investment boom 
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as workers are transferred from producing in the consumption goods 
sector. 
Gordon (2009) responds to the above by stating that a collapse of an 
investment boom will not necessarily lead to a consumption boom.   
A consumption boom would imply an increase in the production of 
consumer’s goods and Krugman does not provide a reason for that 
increase. The increase in spending on consumption goods may simply 
raise prices of those goods instead of raising production. Economic 
downturns frequently take an alternative route. The investment 
boom might not be replaced by an increase in consumer spending as 
reduction in credit extension could cause the investment boom not to 
shift but to end.  
Gordon states that ABCT does not require mass unemployment when 
malinvestments initiated by overexpansion of bank credit are 
liquidated, as Krugman claims. Austrians view unemployment as 
steming primarily from rigid wage rates and if workers agreed to a 
decline in wages, liquidation of the boom is compatible with full 
employment. 
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Murphy (2009) answers Krugman by stating that workers voluntarily 
quit their jobs in favour of working for employers who with greater 
money supply offer higher wages in a different sector of the 
economy, and this does not cause mass unemployment. The increase 
in money supply does not initially distort the whole economy, and 
there is no reason for other businesses to abruptly retrench workers 
at the start of the artificial boom in economic activity.   
2.11 Asset Prices: An Austrian Perspective  
An asset price boom is driven by widespread optimism in the 
economy. Companies that have capital intensive methods of 
production will experience relatively higher stock price increases. The 
optimism continues to be fuelled by three main sources.  
 
Initially, there will be a rise in accounting profits during the boom. 
Secondly, market participants develop a belief that production can 
grow due to the credit expansion, even without a decrease in 
consumption. In other words, an increase in production is thought to 
be possible in the absence of more saving. Security market and real 
estate investors see rising security and housing prices as evidence 
for this belief.  
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Thirdly, people might leave their places of employment to focus their 
efforts entirely on asset price market speculation, since profits seem 
to come much easier there. Over time, the asset price boom 
becomes more reliant on the optimism that drives it. Any event can 
burst the euphoric bubble of investors and cause a downturn to 
begin. These events could include losses in some industries, elections 
or political conflicts. The downturn may end only when distorted 
asset prices come down to their net present values.  
 
The asset price boom gives rise to a new, different kind of 
entrepreneurs who thrive under the market conditions but seem to 
be less concerned with prudence. Entrepreneurial efforts are focused 
more on making quick profits through speculation without taking 
consideration of the effects of these actions. Since stock prices soar 
rapidly, investors acquire new wealth quickly. Further credit 
expansion is necessary to sustain the boom (Bagus 2007: 57-59). 
 
2.12 Further evidence of the ABCT - Iceland  
 At the turn of the 21st century, the Icelandic government had begun 
 a series of activities that led to the deregulation of the domestic 
 financial industry. Banks could now borrow huge amounts of funds 
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 abroad. For several years prior to the economic collapse in late 2008, 
 Iceland had been in a boom. The results of the collapse were that the 
 value of the Icelandic currency tumbled, unemployment levels rose 
 significantly and the stock exchange lost almost 100% of its value.  
 
Icelanders discarded their own currency in favor of holding foreign 
currency. Food shortages arose due to excessive hoarding. The root 
cause of Iceland’s crisis was the central bank’s manipulation of 
interest rates and loose monetary policy (Bagus & Howden, 2011: 1-
3). A number of malinvestments in Iceland came as a result of 
domestic credit expansion in addition to currency-mismatching by 
investors using foreign-denominated funds to invest in Iceland. 
 
Aluminium smelting and construction industries were the major 
industries that were financed by maturity mismatching and currency 
mismatching. These two industries are long-term investment projects 
that were funded by short-term funds instead of savings of an equal 
period. Iceland was a major player in global aluminium production 
which by nature is an extremely capital-intensive and time 
consuming activity. The process relies on high savings, low interest 
rates, and high aluminium prices in order to be profitable. Between 
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2001 and 2007, global money supply rose sharply, causing booms in 
capital-intensive industries, the majority of which have aluminium as 
a basic input.  
 
An international asset price bubble arose as aluminium prices soared 
and interest rates remained at very low levels, giving the impression 
that investing in Iceland’s aluminium was profitable. Other 
malinvestments were made in construction of houses. The housing 
sector is especially sensitive to interest rates because the production 
process is long. When interest rates are low, the capital values of 
houses increases making housing investments appear attractive. 
Houses were also being purchased using mortgages valued in foreign 
currencies at low rates through the process of currency mismatching, 
helping keep Icelandic interest rates low.  
 
By August 2006, Icelandic banks raised the levels of consumer credit 
in a bid to compete against artificially cheap government backed 
debt. The equality of interest rates removed competition based on 
price leading to banks granting longer-termed mortgages sometimes 
reaching forty years. Interest rate risk increased significantly as a 
small percentage point increase in interest could mean millions of 
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dollars in losses for banks. Housing prices began a steady upward 
trend. Between 2000 and 2008 house prices gained nearly 300 
percent. Efforts by the Icelandic central bank to slow the house price 
bubble by increasing interest rates by nearly 4 percent over the 
space of a year failed. The result was a stronger domestic currency 
which lowered financing costs for those indebted in foreign currency.  
 
Iceland became dependent on imported goods as their prices were 
significantly cheaper. During the bust as interest rates rose, Icelandic 
investors added liquidity to malinvestments making the situation 
worse. Resources shifted from the production sector into the financial 
sector. Consumers were consuming beyond what was sustainable 
and investors were no longer willing to engage in longer term 
activities causing savings levels to drop and consumption increased 
(Bagus et. al 2011, 57-64). 
 
2.13  Conclusion 
The process which leads to a recession is shown to have been 
triggered by an increase in credit availability. The Central Bank 
expands credit by either lowering the reserve ratio, reducing the repo 
rate or by buying bonds.  
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As a result the interest rate is less than its natural rate and investors 
will want to invest in longer term projects as these become relatively 
cheaper while consumers want to spend as the interest rate is very 
low. The economy grows, even beyond its capacity and eventually 
overheats. The overall effect is unprofitable long term investments 
and lower levels of consumption with high levels of unemployment. 
The Icelandic experience highlights the dangers of rapid deregulation 
of financial markets and the accelerated reduction of credit controls. 
Iceland also had long term projects that were being funded by short 
term capital as it was very easy to get access to these funds. 
Overconsumption became the mindset of most consumers and 
eventually it became necessary for the economy to look to imported 
goods to fill the shortfall in domestic production.  
The following chapter will test empirically the hypotheses stated 
below and will present the results of the econometric model 
developed to measure the explanatory power of the ABCT for South 
Africa’s recent business cycles. 
The testable hypotheses are now derived:  
 Changes in the supply of savings are independent of changes in 
the supply of bank credit 
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 Changes in the supply of credit lead changes in rates of 
interest.  
 Changes in the rate of credit growth lead changes in the output 
of producer goods. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
3.1   Introduction 
There have not been many empirical studies on ABCT because 
Austrian ideas and concepts are not easily translated into operational 
terms (Keeler 2001: 1). The present section of the thesis uses 
econometric techniques to give greater insight on ABCT with respect 
to South Africa. The empirical analysis is divided into two sections. 
The first section is the causality tests and the second is the Vector 
Error Correction Model (VECM). 
 
3.2   Granger Causality Methodology 
The purpose of this analysis is to test the validity of ABCT for the 
South African business cycle. The methodology used in the current 
section is that of leRoux (1996). The period tested is from January 
1993 until December 2010. Granger causality tests will be applied to 
evaluate the relationships between credit expansion, savings and 
interest rates and manufacturing. The propositions tested were 
derived from Wainhouse (1984: 47-53). The results of the causality 
tests of the propositions will be presented below.  
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a) Proposition 1: Changes in the supply of savings are 
independent of changes in the supply of bank credit. 
The proposition suggests that financial institutions do not 
immediately change interest rates in response to changes in savings. 
The supply of credit is thus not affected by changes in time 
preference of economic agents (leRoux 1996: 26).  
Null hypotheses are: 
HO: Changes in savings does not ‘Granger–cause’ changes in total 
credit 
and, 
HO: Changes in Credit does not Granger-Cause savings 
Table 1: Causality test-Savings and Credit  
Granger Causality Test 
1993M01 2010M12 (212 observations). Lags: 3 
Null hypotheses F-Statistic p-value 
 Savings does not granger cause credit  0.36039 0.8317 
 Credit does not Granger Cause savings 2.60711 0.538 
Rejection rule: Do not reject Ho if F-stat is < than 2.5 (critical value). 
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Since the F-stat of 2.6 is less than 2.5, the null is not rejected 
showing that changes in bank credit are primarily motivated by 
bank policy as no causation exists between savings and credit.  
b)     Changes in the supply of credit lead changes in rates of 
interest 
This proposition suggests that as a result of credit expansion, 
interest rates drop below the natural level leading to 
malinvestments. The new credit is inflationary and leads to 
increases in the prices of commodities (leRoux 1996: 26).      
 Null hypothesis: 
Ho: Changes in Credit do not Granger-cause interest rate 
changes  
Table 2: Causality test-Credit and Bank rate 
Granger Causality Test 
1993M01 2010M12 (214 observations). Lags: 3 
Null hypothesis F-statistic p-value 
in Credit does not Granger-cause interest rate 
changes 
4.61462 0.0038 
  in bank rate does not Granger-cause  in Credit 1.14041 0.3338 
Rejection rule: Do not reject Ho if F-stat is < than 2.5 (critical value). 
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The F-stat of 4.61462 is > than 2.5 thus the null is rejected. 
Evidence supports the proposition that changes in the supply of 
credit lead changes in rates of interest.   
c) Changes in the rate of credit growth lead changes in the 
output of producer goods. 
The proposition implies that credit expansion leads to lower interest 
rates increasing investment activities. The lower interest rates give 
the impression of reduced household time preference that would lead 
to higher savings. The structure of production changes as resources 
are moved from consumption to long term investment projects 
(leRoux 1996: 29).  
Null hypothesis: Changes in Credit does not Granger-cause 
changes in output of manufactured goods. 
 
Table 3: Causality test-Manufacturing and Credit 
 
Granger Causality Test 
1993M01 2010M12 (214 observations). Lags: 3 
Null hypotheses F-statistic p-value 
 in Manufacturing does not Granger-cause  in Credit 0.81176 0.6283 
  in Credit does not Granger-cause  in Manufacturing   3.9128 0.0000 
Rejection rule: Do not reject Ho if F-stat is < than 2.5 (critical value). 
 
Since the F-stat of 3.9128 is greater than 2.5, the null is rejected as 
credit expansion leads to higher levels of manufacturing production.   
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3.3   Vector Error Correction Methodology 
The current section of the empirical analysis is the explanation of the 
methodology of the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM). The VECM 
will be used to estimate the relationship between Manufacturing 
production, Investment expenditure and Credit expansion. The model 
is applied to South African data for the period from the third quarter 
of 1966(Q3) to the last quarter (Q4) of 2011. Manufacturing and 
Investment are expressed in terms of the third variable, Credit 
expansion. All data used in this thesis was retrieved from the 
Reserve Bank of South Africa’s website.   
 
The resulting vector of structural equations is: 
Pt = a1 + b1Mt + e1t 
It = a2 + b2Mt + e2t 
 
Key: Manufacturing production (P), Investment (I), Credit expansion 
(M)  
 
 Manufacturing production-Manufacturing production Index 
 Investment expenditure - Gross fixed capital formation 
(millions of rand) 
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 Credit expansion-Credit extended to the domestic sector 
(millions of rand)  
 
Investment and Credit expansion appear in the model in log form. 
The intercept a shows average Manufacturing, and Investment when 
there is no Credit expansion. The slope b indicates the extent to 
which an increase in Credit expansion increases Manufacturing 
production, and Investment. The residuals are represented by ε. The 
VECM is shown below:  
 
Pt = 1 (Pt-1 - a1 - b1Mt-1) + 1(Ct-1 - a2 - b2Lt-1) + 1(It-1 - a3 - b3Mt-1) 
+11Pt-1 +11Pt-2 + …+12Ct-1 +12Ct-2 + …+13It-1 +13It-2 + 
…+14Mt-1 +14Mt-2 + …+u1t      [1] 
    [2]  
It = 2(Pt-1 - a1 - b1Mt-1) + 2(Ct-1 - a2 - b2Mt-1) + 2(It-1 - a3 - b3Mt-1) 
+21Pt-1 +21Pt-2 + …+22Ct-1 +22Ct-2 + …+23It-1 +23It-2 + 
…+24Mt-1 +24Mt-2 + …+u2t      [2] 
 
Mt = 3(Pt-1 - a1 - b1Mt-1) + 3(Ct-1 - a2 - b2Mt-1) + 3(It-1 - a3 - b3Mt-1) 
+31Pt-1 +31Pt-2 + …+32Ct-1 +32Ct-2 + …+33It-1 +33It-2 + 
…+34Mt-1 +34Mt-2 + …+u3t      [3] 
 
Source: Mulligan (2005) 
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3.4 The Vector Error Correction Model  
If a cointegrating relationship exists, it is necessary to develop a 
model that links the short run behavior of the model to the long run. 
This type of model is called a VECM. It uses combinations of first 
differenced and lagged levels of cointegrated variables. In the VECM, 
the dependent variable changes as a result of changes in its previous 
values and changes in the lags of the explanatory variables 
(Cameron 2005: 377).  
 
The bracketed terms are lagged residuals or errors from the 
structural equations and represent the error correction term. The 
error correction term is lagged and defines the disequilibrium 
adjustment process (Brooks 2008: 338). The general assumption is 
that sufficient amount of lagged residuals ensure white-noise errors 
as the lagged residuals deal with autocorrelation if it exists (Maddala 
2001: 563; Mulligan 2002: 7).  
 
3.5 Testing for Unit Roots  
 
The ADF and PP tests are essentially alike, but may produce different 
results in restricted samples because of the different techniques in 
which in which they adjust for autocorrelation in the test regression. 
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Schwert (1989), states that the PP tests exhibit greater levels of size 
distortion than the ADF tests when the residuals have large negative 
MA or AR roots. Size distortion occurs when there is a tendency to 
reject the I(1) null hypothesis frequently when it is true. The KPSS 
test for stationary is also affected by size distortion (Caner and 
Killian, 2001).  
 
In general, the ADF and PP tests struggle to adequately separate 
highly persistent stationary processes from nonstationary ones. In 
other words, the two tests are weak when faced with I(0) 
alternatives  that border on the verge of being I(1) processes. 
Additionally, unit root tests that comprise of a constant and trend in 
the estimation are weaker than tests that merely include a constant. 
Elliot, Rothenberg and Stock (1996) and Ng and Perron (2001) 
produced efficient unit root tests that have greater power in the face 
of the problems just discussed. These efficient tests are used in this 
thesis in addition to the ADF and PP.  
 
Granger and Newbold (1974) showed that using nonstationary data 
in Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation can produce a high R 
squared and statistically significant t statistics, even if the variables 
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used are completely unrelated. A series is stationary if it exhibits 
mean reversion over time. A series can also be stationary if it 
fluctuates around its variance and covariance over time.  
 
Differencing a series to induce stationarity leads to the series being 
integrated of order one, I (1). A stationary series is I (0) and does 
not need to be differenced. The first step in an econometric analysis 
is to test for the presence of a unit root in a series, which would 
imply nonstationarity. A non stationary series has a unit root 
(Cameron 2005: 366). The tests used in this thesis are the 
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test and the Perron test. The results 
are shown below.   
 
Table 4: Unit root and Stationarity tests 
 
Unit Root Tests 
4 lags 
 
ADF 
Variable Levels First differences
logInv  -1.032935 -3.629
logCred -0.601102 -4.215
Manu -1.623506 -20.233
GLS 
logInv  0.674 -.3.28
logCred 0.9324 -4.110
Manu 0.593 -20.277
 
Critical values: ADF = -2.877, GLS = -1.94.  
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PP 
logInv  -0.738 -15.854
logCred -0.457 -8.541
Manu -1.74 -26.639
KPSS 
logInv  1.145 0.1368
logCred  1.7197 0.0989
Manu  1.580 0.1253
ERS 
logInv  48.923 3.218
logCred  4448.122  0.808
Manu  97.233 0.329
Critical values: PP = -2.877, KPSS = 0.463, ERS = 3.156,  
  
Key: ADF = Augmented Dickey-Fuller (1979), GLS = Dickey–Fuller (GLS), PP = 
Phillips-Perron (1988), KPSS = Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin (1992), 
ERS = Elliot, Rothenberg and Stock (1996). 
  
In levels, the results of the unit roots tests (ADF, PP and ERS), and 
stationarity test (KPSS) suggest that all three variables are I (1). The 
null hypothesis of the unit root tests is Ho: there is a unit root. 
Failure to reject the null hypothesis for all three variables is due to 
the fact that the test statistics of the unit root tests are greater than 
their critical values.  
 
The stationarity test, KPSS, has a null hypothesis of Ho: variable is I 
(0). Since the test statistic of the KPSS test is greater than the 
critical value, the null hypothesis is rejecting concluding that the 
three variables are non-stationary. When the tests are repeated in 
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first-difference form, the variables are found to be I (1). Graphs of 
the variables in level and first difference form are found in the 
Appendix. 
 
3.6 Cointegration testing  
Cointegration implies that a long term equilibrium relationship exists 
among the variables. It is possible for there to be more than one 
long term relationship in the data. The Dickey Fuller test for 
cointegration is flawed in that it assumes one long term relationship. 
The Johansen-Juselius method used in this thesis is able to identify 
all possible cointegrating relationships that may be present using a 
VAR framework. OLS is inappropriate if more than one cointegrating 
vector is present (Cameron 2005: 390). The VECM is estimated with 
the assumption of two cointegration equations. Results of the 
Johansen-Juselius cointegration test are shown below.  
 
Table 5: Johansen-Julius Cointegration Test  
 
Johansen-Julius Cointegration Test 
1967Q3-2010Q4 
174observations after adjustments 
Hypothesized # of CE(s) Trace Statistic 5% Critical Value 
None* 105.628 29.797 
At most 1 * 41.856 15.494 
At most 2* 16.071 3.841 
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Hypothesized # of CE(s) Max- Eigen statistic 5% Critical Value 
None * 63.761 21.131 
At most 1* 27.793 14.264 
At most 2* 16.071 3.841 
 
Notes: 
     1. Trace test shows the presence of two cointegrating equations 
 
     2. Max-Eigen test indicates the presence of two cointegrating equation 
 
 3. * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level 
 
The Johansen test for cointegration shows that there are two 
cointegrationg equations. The test has two elements - the Trace test 
and the Max-Eigen test. Both the Trace and the Max-Eigen tests 
confirm the presence of two cointegrating equations as the tests 
statistics exceed the 5 % critical values.  
 
 3.7 Results of the VECM estimation 
The results of the vector error correction model (VECM) are 
presented below. The VECM is normalized with respect to and solved 
for output, enabling interpretation. Coefficients of the four lagged 
difference terms are excluded as they hold limited interest (Mulligan 
2005). 
 
Interpretation of the coefficients of the VEC model can be confusing 
(Brooks 2008: 352), and emphasis in interpretation of the results is 
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placed on the disequilibrium adjustment process and the effect of 
credit expansion on the rest of the variables in the model.    
 
Table 6: Vector Error Correction Model  
 
Vector Error Correction Model 
Manufacturing, Investment and explained by Credit expansion   
December 1969Q1 – December 2010Q4 (168 observations after adjustments) 
Error correction process: Summary Statistics 
Variables D(Manu) D(Inv) D(Cred) 
Cointegrating Equation1 coefficients 
-3.446543  0.004670  0.001911
 (0.58385)  (0.00220)  (0.00093)
[-5.90317] [ 2.12664] [ 2.04817]
Cointegrating Equation coefficients 
 14.99094 -0.524629 -0.148433
 (31.5409)  (0.11863)  (0.05040)
[ 0.47529] [-4.42236] [-2.94496]
R-squared  0.781662  0.777013  0.399275
Adjusted R-squared  0.741401  0.735895  0.288504
F-stat  19.41494  18.89712  3.604483
Notes: Standard errors in (); t-statistics in [ ]. 
 
The adjusted R-square values for the error correction process are 
high (74% for both the Manufacturing and Investment adjustment 
processes). The F-stats for the disequilibrium adjustment process are 
highly significant.  
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The VECM shows that any disequilibrium in the structural equations 
affects correction primarily through changes in Manufacturing. The 
Investment adjustment process is also statistically significant. The 
results suggest that producer behavior does not show much inertia 
as the nature of capital is fixed. The finding is contrary to Mulligan 
(2005) who found Investment to exhibit much more inertia.   
Investment may not be as inert in the South Africa economy. The 
error correction process includes eight lagged first-differences of all 
the variables. The period captured by the lags is two years as each 
lag represents a quarter.  
 
3.8 Diagnostic testing 
The lag selection criterion, (SC, HC, AIK, LR and FPE) was used to 
determine the number of lags (4), which were sufficient to capture 
the dynamics of the South African business cycle. The LM test for 
correlation of the residuals has a null hypothesis of no 
autocorrelation at lag h. The null of no autocorrelation is rejected 
implying autocorrelated residuals. The LM test shows statistically 
significant autocorrelation at the second and third lags. It must be 
noted that when additional lags are included in the LM, the results 
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show that autocorrelation dissipates after the third lag. The LM test 
can be found in the Appendix.  
 
Normality of the residuals can be tested by the Jarque-Bera test. 
Perfectly symmetric residuals have a skewness of zero and the 
kurtosis value for a normal distribution is three (Carter Hill et. al). 
The results show that the residuals are non-normal. Normality is a 
sufficient but not necessary condition for valid VECM results (Mulligan 
2005). The residual normality test is found in the Appendix. The 
stability of the model can be verified by analysing the inverse roots 
of AR Characteristic Polynomial. All the dots are captured in the circle 
and none are outside proving that the model is stable. The AR roots 
table is also found in the Appendix.  
 
3.9 Impulse response functions  
Impulse response functions analyse the impact of shocks on the 
adjustment path of the variables. The reaction of the variables of the 
variables to shocks to the system is captured by the response 
functions   (Carter et al 2008: 352). The response of each variable to 
a change in credit expansion is illustrated below.  
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Figure 7: Impulse response functions 
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Investment expenditure shows an initial positive response to a one 
standard deviation shock credit expansion. At period 3, Investment 
adjusts downward over the period by adjusting in a downward 
direction and is at a lower level at the end.  
 
A credit expansion shock causes Manufacturing to respond positively. 
Manufacturing shows a lagged response to the shock. After four 
periods Manufacturing begins to adjust downward. By the eighth 
quarter, Investment has responded to the credit expansion shock by 
adjusting downward. The downward adjustment of the variables 
provides evidence for ABCT.   
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3.10 Variance Decomposition Functions 
The variance decompositions analysis is presented in Table 4 below. 
The decomposition functions show the percentage of variation in 
each variable caused by its own shocks and by that caused by shocks 
from other variables. The table shows as expected that most of the 
variation in each variable is attributed to its own shocks.  The 
variation attributed to Credit expansion is two percent for 
Manufacturing and Investment, eight percent.  The levels attributed 
to Credit expansion are lower than expected.   
 
Table 7: Variance Decomposition 
 
 Variance Decomposition of DMANU: 
 Period DMANU DLOGINV DLOGCRED 
 1  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000 
 2  97.90994  0.124491  1.965568 
 3  96.53160  1.512538  1.955864 
 4  95.82867  2.161170  2.010158 
 5  95.77414  2.216082  2.009778 
 6  95.77014  2.215970  2.013893 
 7  95.31976  2.535506  2.144733 
 8  94.79939  3.064542  2.136073 
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 Variance Decomposition of DLOGINV: 
 Period DMANU DLOGINV DLOGCRED 
 1  0.406220  99.59378  0.000000 
 2  1.525247  98.33288  0.141873 
 3  2.707901  96.84199  0.450113 
 4  3.964832  95.59361  0.441556 
 5  8.314619  90.96537  0.720014 
 6  8.048520  87.50688  4.444603 
 7  8.518326  85.17528  6.306399 
 8  9.358020  82.62397  8.018011 
 
 Variance Decomposition of DLOGCRED: 
 Period DMANU DLOGINV DLOGCRED 
 1  3.084427  2.291203  94.62437 
 2  3.562605  2.000363  94.43703 
 3  5.658314  2.470778  91.87091 
 4  7.403959  3.096152  89.49989 
 5  8.495123  3.735746  87.76913 
 6  9.675096  4.943497  85.38141 
 7  10.08274  5.264897  84.65237 
 8  11.27852  5.951870  82.76961 
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3.11 Conclusion 
The results of the granger causality tests validate ABCT propositions 
suggested by Wainhouse (1982). Credit expansion causes interest 
rates to drop below their natural level and leads to an increase in 
malinvestments. The structure of production is altered in favour of 
long term projects at the expense of short term investments.  
 
VECM methodology was applied to three macroeconomic variables 
relevant to ABCT. The aim was to analyse the effect of Credit 
expansion expansion on resource allocation. The three 
macroeconomic variables (Manufacturing production, Investment 
expenditure and Credit expansion) have a long term relationship 
equilibrium as shown by the Johansen co-integration test. The period 
of study was from 1996Q3 to 2010Q4. 
 
The results of the VECM empirical analysis provide evidence for ABCT 
as the response functions show a downward disequilibrium 
adjustment in response to shocks. The variance analysis produces 
weaker than expected results.  
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The results of the thesis highlight some of the difficulties associated 
with empirical work on ABCT. ABCT has not been subject to as much 
empirical work in comparison to other macroeconomic theories. The 
difficulties of measurement are attributed to a lack of constant 
relations rather than inadequate empirical techniques. Statistical data 
can only state what occurred in the past and is unlikely to be 
repeated (Mises, 1966: 56).    
 
Credit expansion causes intertemporal resource reallocation and 
causes adjustments in the structure of production. Monetary 
authorities have not generally accepted ABCT as the norm appears to 
be to follow Keynesian and Monetarist policy prescriptions. The 
following chapter will provide conclusions and make policy 
recommendations for ABCT. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
ABCT is not a theory of recession but is rather one that explains how 
an artificial economic boom can turn into a bust. The thesis argues 
that capital theory is essential in understanding macroeconomics. 
ABCT has strong foundations in capital theory. Mainstream 
macroeconomic theories place little emphasis on capital theory. ABCT 
provides microeconomic foundations for the business cycle (Chapter 
2).  
Chapter 3 provides empirical evidence for ABCT for South Africa in 
respect to the period from 1966 to 2010. 
4.2 Conclusions 
The hypothesis that the thesis set out to prove has been confirmed. 
The hypothesis concerns the validity of ABCT in explaining the South 
African business cycle. Major mainstream theories ignore capital 
theory in explanations of business cycle activity. The neglect of 
capital theory in the major macroeconomic schools assumes 
investment to be a single aggregate, which is inaccurate. Time, 
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money and capital theory are captured in ABCT ensuring an adequate 
explanation of the structure of production. 
ABCT has not received as wide acceptance by central bankers, as 
have Keynesianism and Monetarism. Keynesianism and ABCT view 
the business cycle as a disequilibrium process. Keynesians have a 
short run perspective while Monetarists have a long run equilibrium 
view of markets. ABCT explains the disequilibrium of the business 
cycle (leRoux 1998).  
Expansions in money supply and the availability of credit change the 
structure of production. Money is not neutral as the monetary 
expansions induce disequilibrium and temporary changes in the 
structure of production. Credit expansion forces interest rates to fall 
below the natural rate. Malinvestments occur when entrepreneurs 
and economic agents engage in projects based on artificially lowered 
interest rates.  
Mainstream macroeconomic theories attribute the prevalence of 
business cycles to factors such as a decline in aggregate demand, 
financial and technological shocks. The effects of monetary and credit 
extension in causing business cycle have not received wide 
acceptance. Policies that encourage fiscal expansion to stimulate an 
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economy are inflationary. The problem is that the inflation only 
appears several periods after the monetary injection. The multi-
trillion dollar bailout and stimulatory package passed during 2009 in 
a bid to rejuvenate the economy of the USA, has not yet had the 
anticipated inflationary effects. 
4.3 Policy implications  
 The focus of monetary authorities should be on ensuring that 
the boom does not become a bust. During periods of upswing, 
restraint must be exercised in the granting of new credit. The 
Reserve Bank must place great emphasis on controlling the 
extension of credit. Currently credit regulations have been 
modified and it is now relatively harder to access credit with 
the National Credit Act of National Credit Regulator (NCR) 
being the main enforcer of the act. More can still be done as 
South Africa is a country with very little domestic savings. On 
average South Africans spend 90% of their income. The levels 
of household debt are high and while these loans may provide 
banks with business, the danger is that of triggering 
malinvestments.  
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 Any attempts to stimulate the economy with further monetary 
injections merely postpone and eventually prolong the crisis. 
ABCT proposes that no money be pumped into the economy 
(Keynesianism) to recover from recession. Malinvestments 
have to be liquidated and revaluation of overvalued projects 
and properties is necessary.  
 The gold standard must be restored. Freely floating currencies 
are susceptible to a variety of problems. Many of the problems 
associated with flexible exchange rates could be avoided if 
currencies were backed by gold. The gold standard could 
reduce the trend of several central banks of printing money to 
finance economic activities.     
4.4 Further Research 
a) An ABCT Panel Data analysis of several African countries could be 
performed. The model could follow that of Bismans (2009) which was 
applied on a number of European countries. The results would make 
for an interesting comparison. 
b) A micro level analysis of the structure of production in the South 
African economy could be done. The focus would be on studying how 
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resources are reallocated between different industries as the 
Hayekian triangle changes shape.    
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Appendix 
 
a) Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests 
 
VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests: Includes Cross Terms  
   Joint test:     
Chi-sq df Prob.    
 675.5370 462  0.0000    
   Individual components:     
Dependent R-squared F(77,93) Prob. Chi-sq(77) Prob. 
res1*res1  0.869699  8.061483  0.0000  148.7186  0.0000 
res2*res2  0.750788  3.638655  0.0000  128.3848  0.0002 
res3*res3  0.779536  4.270608  0.0000  133.3006  0.0001 
res2*res1  0.504595  1.230198  0.1693  86.28576  0.2196 
res3*res1  0.594059  1.767501  0.0044  101.5842  0.0318 
res3*res2  0.599706  1.809468  0.0032  102.5497  0.0275 
 
 
c) AR Roots 
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d) Serial Correlation LM Tests 
VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM Tests 
Lags LM-Stat Prob 
1  20.24757  0.2093 
2  28.10464  0.0307 
3  33.79782  0.0058 
4  48.58445  0.0000 
Probs from chi-square with 16 df. 
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e) Residual Normality                                                                                          
VEC Residual Normality Tests   
Component Skewness Chi-sq df Prob. 
1  5.241366  787.5284 1  0.0000 
2 -0.900682  23.25519 1  0.0000 
3 -0.032254  0.029823 1  0.8629 
4 -2.138920  131.1494 1  0.0000 
Component Kurtosis Chi-sq df Prob. 
1  56.45035  20474.73 1  0.0000 
2  6.179287  72.43972 1  0.0000 
3  4.089545  8.507606 1  0.0035 
4  35.54949  7592.862 1  0.0000 
Joint   28148.54 4  0.0000 
2  95.69491 2  0.0000  
3  8.537429 2  0.0140  
4  7724.011 2  0.0000  
Joint  29090.51 8  0.0000  
 
 
f) Lag length selection criterion 
 
VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria     
Endogenous variables: DMANU DLOGCRED DLOGINV     
Exogenous variables: C      
Date: 11/24/11   Time: 11:38     
Sample: 1966Q3 2010Q4     
Included observations: 169     
 Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 
0  466.2971 NA   8.34e-07 -5.482806 -5.427245 -5.460258 
1  503.2419  72.14069  6.00e-07 -5.813513  -5.591272*  -5.723323* 
2  517.6253  27.57533  5.63e-07 -5.877222 -5.488300 -5.719390 
3  522.3042  8.804034  5.92e-07 -5.826085 -5.270481 -5.600610 
4  542.8591  37.94762  5.17e-07 -5.962830 -5.240545 -5.669713 
5  554.2530  20.63033  5.03e-07 -5.991160 -5.102194 -5.630401 
6  562.3939  14.45123  5.09e-07 -5.980992 -4.925346 -5.552591 
7  572.2112  17.07873  5.04e-07 -5.990665 -4.768338 -5.494622 
8  586.9181   25.06259*   4.72e-07*  -6.058202* -4.669194 -5.494516 
 * indicates lag order selected by the criterion    
 LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)   
 FPE: Final prediction error     
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 AIC: Akaike information criterion     
 SC: Schwarz information criterion     
 HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion     
 
g) Variables in levels 
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  h) Variables in first difference 
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